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What do we mean by AI?



  

“Narrow” AI (NAI) – mostly machine learning 
algorithms, often deep / convolutional neural nets

“General” AI (AGI) – the stuff of science fiction,
may or may not happen anytime soon



  

AI is getting a lot of hype right now

(partly NAI progress,
partly AGI speculation)



  

Why is everyone worked up about NAI?



  

The right of privacy is the personal life peaceful and personal information secret that to refer to the natural person enjoys is protected according to law, was not invaded, learned about, collected and uses and public one personality power by other people illegally . Moreover the subject of object can involve own private life to other people in what degree, to own privacy whether had the decision-making power to other people public as well as public crowd scope and degree. The right of privacy is a basic personality right.

Wu et al. 2016 https://arxiv.org/abs/1609.08144



  

Two translations of Baidu’s privacy 
encyclopedia entry:

SYSTRAN: The right of 
privacy is the personal life 
peaceful and personal 
information secret that to 
refer to the natural person 
enjoys is protected 
according to law, was not 
invaded, learned about, 
collected and uses and 
public one personality 
power by other people 
illegally . Moreover the 
subject of object can 
involve own private life to 
other people in what 
degree, to own privacy 
whether had the decision-
making power to other 
people public as well as 
public crowd scope and 
degree. The right of 
privacy is a basic 
personality right.

Neural Machine Translation: 
Privacy refers to the 
natural person entitled to 
a private life of tranquility 
and personal information 
secret by law protected 
against unlawful intrusion, 
knows the collection, use 
and disclosure of the right 
kind of personality, but 
also the rights of others 
can subject yourself to 
what extent intervention 
Of private life , whether 
their privacy is open to 
others and the scope and 
extent of the public and so 
have the right to decide . 
Privacy is a basic 
personality right.
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Gatys et al., 2015 https://arxiv.org/abs/1508.06576



  Santurkar et al., 2017 https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.01467
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Imagenet image recognition



  



  



  



  



  



  



  

1. Mass surveillance becomes effective



  



  



  

Until recently, learning much about people from that 
kind of data required the attention of an analyst



  

Facebook is a pretty good indication of how rapidly 
that is changing



  

2. Privacy, bias, and algorithmic decision-making



  



  

Problems:



  

The source data for these systems is terrible
(and biased)



  

Problem: Omitted Variable Bias



  

Omitted variable bias:

True Cause is not in your data set.

True Cause is correlated with race. Race is correlated 
with other things (like zip code). Zip code is in the 

training data.



  

Partying and drinking predict car crashes.

Car insurance firms can’t measure that, but they can 
measure the time people drive.

So they penalize customers who drive late at night.

 → unfair premiums for nightshift workers



  
Hardt et al., 2016 https://arxiv.org/abs/1610.02413



  

Okay, and how does all of this interact with privacy?



  

Algorithms expect people to make relevant information 
about them available through various data sources



  

For instance:
denying insurance to people who use fake birthdays on 

Facebook (!)



  

3. Finding bugs



  



  



  

Search through program input space / 
execution space for exploits



  



  

Fundamental question:

How does this affect the balance between offense & defense?



  

Schneier, 1998: “the attacker always wins”

“Security designers occupy what Prussian general Carl von 
Clausewitz calls "the position of the interior." A good security 

product must defend against every possible attack, even attacks 
that haven't been invented yet. Attackers, on the other hand, only 
need to find one security flaw in order to defeat the system. And 

they can cheat. They can collude, conspire, and wait for 
technology to give them additional tools. They can attack the 

system in ways the system designer never thought of.”



  

That’s probably too pessimistic

Some attackers will always get through some of your layers of 
defense

may be a more accurate



  

Interestingly, automated exploit detection
seems to change that equilibrium



  

Scarce expensive expert auditing

 → (partially replaced by)   →

Cheap fuzzer coverage 



  

Problem: 

how do we ensure that everything
(IoT devices, phones, etc) get fuzzer coverage?



  



  

Cryptoviral malware



  

Some CGC participants argued for
deployment via network firewalls



  

Problem: that’s incompatible with TLS :(



  

Idea: what about security agents on endpoints 
themselves?



  



  

Attacks against NAI



  

Adversarial examples:

Goodfellow et al., 2014 https://arxiv.org/abs/1412.6572

Adversarial Examples



  

Mitigation 1

 include adversarial attacks in the training process, 
measure success against them:

https://github.com/tensorflow/cleverhans

https://github.com/tensorflow/cleverhans


  

Mitigation 2

“defensive distillation” 

Generate probabilistic labelled data

Predict confidence as well as the answer

State of the art:
Makes the attack slower, but not impossible



  

Reward Hacking



  

How do we build learning systems that:

- do what you mean, not what you say

- never disable their own “off” switch

- never do something terrible, to see what happens

- function in environments that are different to their 
training

Paraphrasing: https://arxiv.org/abs/1606.06565



  

Saunders et al., 2017, https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.05173
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cckZ6oAoLjo




  

What about AGI? 

What kind of privacy issues
would it raise?



  

DISCLAIMER: all remarks about AGI are speculative and should be
used primarily for entertainment purposes



  

If AGI ever exists,

It is probably not going to be human-like,
and may not exhibit human agency and personality

But if it did...



  

It might care a lot about privacy



  

Thoughs, memories and intentions of AGIs could be:

copied
stolen

modified

Without the permission of the AGI (or its owner)



  



  

If AGIs were to become a real a possibility,
we might want to think about how to

protect them against that
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